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Abstract. Two latin squares are orthogonal if, when they are superimposed, every ordered pair
of symbols appears exactly once. This definition extends naturally to ‘incomplete’ latin squares
each having a hole on the same rows, columns, and symbols. If an incomplete latin square of order
n has a hole of order m, then it is an easy observation that n ≥ 2m. More generally, if a set of
t incomplete mutually orthogonal latin squares of order n have a common hole of order m, then
n ≥ (t + 1)m. In this article, we prove such sets of incomplete squares exist for all n,m ≫ 0
satisfying n ≥ 8(t + 1)2m.
1. Introduction
A latin square is an n×n array with entries from an n-element set of symbols such that every row and
column is a permutation of the symbols. Often the symbols are taken to be from [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
The integer n is called the order of the square.
Two latin squares L and L′ of order n are orthogonal if {(Lij, L′ij) : i, j ∈ [n]} = [n]
2; that is,
two squares are orthogonal if, when superimposed, all ordered pairs of symbols are distinct. The
following arrangement of playing cards illustrates a pair of orthogonal latin squares of order 4.
A♠ J♥ Q♣ K♦
J♣ A♦ K♠ Q♥
Q♦ K♣ A♥ J♠
K♥ Q♠ J♦ A♣
Euler’s famous ‘36 officers problem’ asks whether there exists a pair of orthogonal latin squares of
order six. The answer in that case is negative.
A family of latin squares in which any pair are orthogonal is called a set of mutually orthogonal latin
squares, or ‘MOLS’ for short. The maximum size of a set of MOLS of order n is denoted N(n). It is
easy to see that N(n) ≤ n− 1 for n > 1, with equality if and only if there exists a projective plane
of order n. Consequently, N(q) = q − 1 for prime powers q. Using number sieves and some ‘gluing’
constructions, it has been shown in [2] (building upon [4, 18]) that N(n) ≥ n1/14.8 for large n.
In this article, we are interested in an ‘incomplete’ variant on MOLS. First, an incomplete latin
square of order n with a hole of order m is an n× n array L = (Lij : i, j ∈ [n]) on n symbols (let us
say [n] for convenience) together with a hole M ⊆ [n] such that
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• Lij is empty if {i, j} ⊆M ;
• Lij contains exactly one symbol if {i, j} 6⊆M ;
• every row and every column in L contains each symbol at most once; and
• symbols in M do not appear in rows or columns indexed by M .
Note that M is often taken to be an interval of consecutive rows/columns/symbols (but need not
be). The definition is meant to extend to any set of symbols (and corresponding hole symbols). One
feature of incomplete latin squares is that they can ‘frame’ latin subsquares on the hole. An example
in the case n = 5, m = 2 is shown below.
3 4 5
4 5 3
3 4 1 2 5
4 5 2 3 1
5 3 4 1 2
Two incomplete latin squares L,L′ on [n] with common holes M are orthogonal if
{(Lij , L
′
ij) : {i, j} 6⊆M} = [n]
2 \M2,
and as before we can have sets of mutually orthogonal incomplete latin squares. A set of t such
incomplete squares of order n with holes of order m is denoted t-IMOLS(n;m). Note that the case
m = 0 or 1 reduces to ordinary MOLS. For one noteworthy example, there exist 2-IMOLS(6; 2) (see
[6] for instance) despite the nonexistence of orthogonal latin squares of order 6 (or 2).
It is a straightforward counting argument (see [11]) that the existence of t-IMOLS(n;m) requires
(1.1) n ≥ (t+ 1)m.
The special case t = 1 recovers the familiar condition that latin subsquares cannot exceed half the
size of their embedding. On the other hand, n ≥ 2m is sufficient for the existence of an incomplete
latin square of order n with a hole of order m. For t = 2, 3, the inequality (1.1) is known to be
sufficient, except for small cases; see [10, 1]. The best presently known result for t = 4 is a by-product
of work on 6-IMOLS(n;m) in [7], and so in this case n ∼ 7m is a barrier. This gives some evidence
of the difficulty of constructing t-IMOLS(n;m) near the bound for general t.
For our main result, we prove sufficiency for large n and m when (1.1) is strengthened a little.
Theorem 1.1. There exist t-IMOLS(n;m) for all sufficiently large n,m satisfying n ≥ 8(t+1)2m.
We actually obtain Theorem 1.1 as a consequence of a more general result on pairwise balanced block
designs with holes. The corresponding ‘inequality’ we obtain in this more general case is probably
far from best possible, but it reduces to a reasonable condition for our application to IMOLS. The
next three sections of the article are devoted to the development and proof of our result on designs
with holes. In Section 5, we conclude with a proof of Theorem 1.1 and discussion of a few related
items.
2. Background on block designs
Let v be a positive integer and K ⊆ Z≥2 := {2, 3, 4, . . .}. A pairwise balanced design PBD(v,K) is
a pair (V,B), where
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• V is a v-element set of points ;
• B ⊆ ∪k∈K
(
V
k
)
is a family of of subsets of V , called blocks ; and
• every two distinct points appear together in exactly one block.
In a PBD(v,K), the pairs covered by each block must partition
(
V
2
)
. In addition, for any point
x ∈ V , the remaining v − 1 points must partition into ‘neighborhoods’ in the blocks incident with
x. It is helpful to think of the resulting divisibility restrictions as, respectively, ‘global’ and ‘local’
conditions, which we state below (in reverse order).
Proposition 2.1. The existence of a PBD(v,K) implies
v − 1 ≡ 0 (mod α(K)) and(2.1)
v(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod β(K)),(2.2)
where α(K) := gcd{k − 1 : k ∈ K} and β(K) := gcd{k(k − 1) : k ∈ K}.
The sufficiency of these conditions for v ≫ 0 is a celebrated result due to Richard M. Wilson.
Theorem 2.2 (Wilson, [17]). Given any K ⊆ Z≥2, there exist PBD(v,K) for all sufficiently large
v satisfying (2.1) and (2.2).
Theorem 2.2 is the foundation for an existence theory of many ‘PBD-closed’ combinatorial structures,
including graph decompositions. See [13] for a very general extension and good survey of the
applications. Even the recent theorem of Keevash [12] on t-designs extends a few aspects of Wilson’s
proof of Theorem 2.2.
Now, let v ≥ w be positive integers and K ⊆ Z≥2. An incomplete pairwise balanced design
IPBD((v;w),K) is a triple (V,W,B) such that
• V is a set of v points and W ⊂ V is a hole of size w;
• B ⊆ ∪k∈K
(
V
k
)
is a family of blocks;
• no two distinct points of W appear in a block; and
• every two distinct points not both in W appear together in exactly one block.
A closely related notion is that of a PBD(v,K) containing a ‘subdesign’ or ‘flat’ PBD(w,K). When
such a subdesign exists, we obtain an IPBD((v;w),K) by taking the difference of block sets. Likewise,
an IPBD with holeW can be ‘filled’ with a PBD (or another IPBD) onW , but only when this smaller
design exists.
The case w = v leads to B = ∅ and we exclude this in what follows. The case w = 1 reduces to a
PBD(v,K), since such a hole contains no pairs.
By analogy with (2.1) and (2.2), there are naive divisibility conditions on the parameters.
Proposition 2.3. The existence of an IPBD((v;w),K) implies
v − 1 ≡ w − 1 ≡ 0 (mod α(K)), and(2.3)
v(v − 1)− w(w − 1) ≡ 0 (mod β(K)).(2.4)
We say integers v and w are admissible (for IPBD with block sizes K) if (2.3) and (2.4) hold. There
is another necessary condition taking the form of an inequality.
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Proposition 2.4. Let k := minK. The existence of an IPBD((v;w),K) with v > w implies
v ≥ (k − 1)w + 1.(2.5)
Equality holds if and only if every block intersects the hole and has size exactly k.
Proof. This is an easy adaptation of the argument in [9], which handles the case K = {k}. A
point outside the hole must appear in: (1) at least w blocks, as no two points in the hole can be in
the same block; and (2) at most v−1k−1 blocks. 
The case v = (k − 1)w + 1 is equivalent (upon truncating points from the hole) to ’resolvable’
designs with v−w points and block size k− 1, where we say a design (V,B) is resolvable if B can be
partitioned into 1-factors, or parallel classes on V . It is known that resolvable designs with block
size k exist when possible for v ≫ 0.
Theorem 2.5 ([15]). There exists resolvable PBD(v, {k}) for all sufficiently large v satisfying v ≡ k
(mod k(k − 1)).
Remark. The above necessary congruence on v comes from k | v (for a parallel class) and (2.1).
Existence of IPBDs in the case K = {k} was recently considered by the first author, Ling and
Lamken. The result comes very close to proving sufficiency of the preceding conditions.
Theorem 2.6 ([9]). Let k be an integer at least two. For every real number ǫ > 0, there exists
IPBD((v;w), {k}) for all sufficiently large admissible v, w satisfying (2.3), (2.4), and v ≥ (k−1+ǫ)w.
For the proof of Theorem 2.6, and our extension to general K which follows, we use a common
generalization of MOLS and PBDs (and their incomplete variants). Let T denote an integer partition
of v. A group divisible design of type T with block sizes inK, denoted GDD(T,K), is a triple (V,Π,B)
such that
• V is a set of v points;
• Π = {V1, . . . , Vu} is a partition of V into groups so that T = {|V1|, . . . , |Vu|};
• B ⊆ ∪k∈K
(
V
k
)
is a set of of blocks meeting each group in at most one point; and
• any two points from distinct groups Vj appear together in exactly one block.
It is common to use ‘exponential notation’ such as gu to stand for u groups of size g. For instance,
a transversal design TD(k, n) is a GDD(nk, {k}). In this case, the blocks are transversals of the
partition. A TD(k, n) is equivalent to k − 2 MOLS of order n, where two groups are reserved to
index the rows and columns of the squares.
In general, a group divisible design of type T = gu is called uniform. There is a satisfactory
asymptotic existence result for such objects, stated here for later use.
Theorem 2.7 (Draganova [8] and Liu [14]). Given g and K ⊆ Z≥2, there exists a GDD(gu,K) for
all sufficiently large u satisfying
g(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod α(K)) and(2.6)
g2u(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod β(K)).(2.7)
A nice feature of GDDs is that their groups act as a partition into holes; each can be ‘filled’ with
PBDs (or smaller GDDs). Another feature of GDDs is that they admit a natural ‘expansion’ of
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their groups. This is made precise in the next construction. The idea is simply to independently
replicate the points of a ‘master’ GDD, replacing its blocks by ‘ingredient’ GDDs of the right type.
Lemma 2.8 (Wilson’s fundamental construction, [19]). Suppose there exists a GDD (V,Π,B),
where Π = {V1, . . . , Vu}. Let ω : V → Z≥0, assigning nonnegative weights to each point in such a
way that for every B ∈ B there exists a GDD([ω(x) : x ∈ B],K). Then there exists a GDD(T,K),
where
T =
[∑
x∈V1
ω(x), . . . ,
∑
x∈Vu
ω(x)
]
.
An incomplete group divisible design, or IGDD, is a quadruple (V,Π,Ξ,B) such that V is a set of v
points, Π = {V1, . . . , Vu) is a partition of V into ‘groups’, Ξ = {W1, . . . ,Wu} with Wi ⊆ Vi called
‘holes’ for each i, and B is a set of blocks (say with sizes in K) such that
• two points get covered by a block (exactly one block) if and only if they come from different
groups, say Vi and Vj , i 6= j, and are not both in to the corresponding holes Wi and Wj .
As with GDDs, the type of an IGDD can be written by listing, using exponential notation when
appropriate, the pairs (|Vi|; |Wi|) of group size and corresponding hole size. So, for example, a
(uniform) IGDD in which every group Vi has size g and every hole Wi has size h is denoted by
IGDD((g;h)u,K).
The necessary divisibility conditions follow a similar structure as before.
Proposition 2.9. The existence of an IGDD((g;h)u,K) implies
g(u− 1) ≡ h(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod α(K)), and(2.8)
(g2 − h2)u(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod β(K)).(2.9)
Also, by analogy with Proposition 2.4 we have
(2.10) g ≥ (k − 1)h,
where again k = minK.
From the method of edge-colored graph decompositions in [13], it is possible to get a ‘large u’
existence theory for uniform IGDDs. The proof is a straightforward extension of the argument used
to prove Theorem 2.7; details can be found in [16].
Theorem 2.10 ([16]). Let k = minK. Given integers g, h with g ≥ (k − 1)h, there exists an
IGDD((g;h)u,K) whenever u is sufficiently large satisfying (2.8) and (2.9).
The following constructions produce IPBDs from GDDs and IGDDs. In the first case, all but one
group of a GDD gets filled, and in the second case, the holes in an IGDD get merged into a larger
hole.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose there exists a GDD(T,K) on v points and let one of its groups have size
a. If, for all other group sizes g in T , there exists an IPBD((g + i; i),K), then there exists an
IPBD((v + i; a+ i);K).
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Lemma 2.12. Suppose there exists an IGDD(T,K) on v points with w hole points in total. If, for
each (g;h) in T , there exists an IPBD((g+ i;h+ i),K), then there exists an IPBD((v+ i;w+ i),K).
The foregoing designs and constructions are enough to prove a preliminary common generalization
of Theorems 2.2 and 2.6. This is our topic in the next two sections.
3. Incomplete designs with fixed hole size
Our purpose here is to prove the following ‘large v’ result for IPBD((v;w),K). This is the first
major step toward the ‘two parameter’ result we desire.
Theorem 3.1. Given w ≡ 1 (mod α(K)), there exist IPBD((v;w),K) for all sufficiently large v
satisfying (2.3) and (2.4).
For the proof, we use IGDDs along with two different classes of IPBDs. The first of these classes
has v ≡ w modulo a large multiple of β(K), and its proof is an easy application of ‘nearly uniform’
GDDs. In what follows, for convenience we write α := α(K), β := β(K), and γ := β/α. It is easy
to see that γ is an integer coprime with α.
Lemma 3.2 (See [9, 16]). For any m ≫ 0 with m ≡ 0 (mod γ) and any t ≡ 0 (mod α), there
exists a GDD(smt1,K) for all sufficiently large integers s ≡ 0 (mod α).
Now let M := mβ, where m satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2. Our first class of IPBDs results
from filling groups; the small group becomes the hole and the other groups are filled with PBDs.
Proposition 3.3. For any w ≡ 1 (mod α), there exist IPBD((v;w),K) for all sufficiently large
v ≡ w (mod M).
Proof. Let v − w = aM = amβ. We assume a is large enough such that there exists both
a GDD((aβ)m(w − 1)1,K) by Lemma 3.2 and a PBD(aβ + 1,K) by Theorem 2.2. Finally, use
Lemma 2.11 with i = 1 to obtain an IPBD((v;w),K). 
We now construct a second class of incomplete pairwise balanced designs. Here, the parameters are
such that v ≡ 1 − w (mod γ). Our approach is to start with an appropriate resolvable pairwise
balanced design using a single block size, and then fill each of the blocks using block sizes in K.
Proposition 3.4. Given K, a modulusM = mβ, and an admissible congruence class w0 (mod M)
for incomplete pairwise balanced designs with block sizes in K, there exists an IPBD((v;w1),K)
with w1 ≡ w0 (mod M) and v ≡ 1− w1 (mod γ).
Proof. Choose an integer q ≫ 0 such that gcd(q,M) = 1, qα + 1 ≡ 0 (mod γ), and there exists
a PBD(qα + 1,K), whose existence follows from Theorem 2.2. Since q and M are coprime, qα
and M have only the common factor α, and hence it follows from the Chinese remainder theorem
that we can choose a w1 ≫ 0 such that w1 ≡ w0 (mod M) and w1 ≡ 1 (mod qα) and such
that there exists a resolvable PBD(w1(qα − 1) + 1, qα) by Theorem 2.5. It follows that there
exists an IPBD((w1qα+ 1;w1), qα+ 1). Replacing each block with a PBD(qα+ 1,K) results in an
IPBD((w1qα+ 1;w1),K) with v = w1qα+ 1 ≡ 1− w1 (mod γ) as required. 
We can now fill groups of IGDDs to find an example incomplete pairwise balanced design for each
admissible congruence class of v and w. The following extends a similar argument in [9].
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Proposition 3.5. Given K, a positive modulus M = mβ, and admissible congruence classes
v0, w0 (mod M) for incomplete pairwise balanced designs with block sizes in K, there exists an
IPBD((v2;w2),K) for some v2 ≡ v0 and w2 ≡ w0 (mod M).
Proof. The incomplete pairwise balanced designs constructed in Proposition 3.4 can be used as
ingredients in Lemma 2.12 to produce the remaining examples outside the two classes previously
considered, however, we will therefore require certain conditions on v and w. In particular, if q retains
its value from Proposition 3.4, where it is chosen independently of w0, then we must have v ≡ w ≡ 1
(mod q). Hence, we must select classes v1 and w1 (mod Mq) such that v1 ≡ v0 (mod M), v1 ≡ 1
(mod q), w1 ≡ w0 (mod M), and w1 ≡ 1 (mod q), which can be found by the Chinese remainder
theorem as gcd(q,M) = 1.
Let the incomplete pairwise balanced designs found in Proposition 3.4 be denoted as IPBD((x; y),K),
where x = yqα+1. If we use the uniform incomplete group divisible design IGDD((g;h)u,K), with
g−h = x−y and y ≥ h, then applying Lemma 2.12 results in an IPBD((g(u−1)+x;h(u−1)+y),K).
Eliminating some dependent parameters, we have
v2 − w2 = (g − h)(u − 1) + x− y = (x − y)u
= (yqα+ 1− y)u = (w2 − h(u− 1))(qα− 1)u+ u.
Or, rearranging,
(3.1) u(u− 1)(qα− 1)h = w2u(qα− 1) + w2 + u− v2.
Now, we wish to determine u and h such that v2 ≡ v1 and w2 ≡ w1 (mod Mq). Hence, it is sufficient
to determine the required congruence classes for u and h. In view of (3.1), we solve the congruence
u(u− 1)(qα− 1)h ≡ w1u(qα− 1) + w1 + u− v1 (mod p
t)
for each prime power pt such that pt ‖Mq. Now, we choose the solution
(3.2) u ≡
{
−(qα− 1)−1 if gcd(p, qα− 1) = 1,
(v1 − w1)(w1(qα− 1) + 1)−1 otherwise.
Since p cannot divide two consecutive values, it follows that both inverses in (3.2) exist when required.
If gcd(p, qα− 1) = 1, we obtain (u− 1)h ≡ v1 − u, and hence
(3.3) h ≡ −
(qα− 1)v1 + 1
qα
(mod pt).
Note that the fraction in (3.3) is well defined since v1 admissible implies v1 ≡ 1 (mod α), also v1 ≡ 1
(mod q) as a result of Proposition 3.4, and gcd(α, q) = 1 as α | M . In the case p | qα − 1, note
that from (3.1) and (3.2) we have u(u − 1)(qα − 1)h ≡ 0, and hence h ≡ 0 suffices. The Chinese
remainder theorem gives a simultaneous solution for u, h, which we summarize in Table 1.
Table 1. Choice of Parameters to Obtain a Desired Congruence Class
gcd(p, qα− 1) = 1 p | qα− 1
u ≡ −(qα− 1)−1 (v1 − w1)((qα − 1)w1 + 1)
−1
h ≡ −((qα− 1)v1 + 1)/qα 0
y = w1 − h(u− 1)
x = yqα+ 1
g = h+ x− y
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We now verify that the required incomplete group divisible design exists by Theorem 2.10. Checking
(2.8), we have
u− 1 ≡ −(qα− 1)−1 − 1 ≡
−qα
qα− 1
≡ 0 (mod pt)
for any pt ‖ α, and so it follows that u− 1 ≡ 0 (mod α).
Checking (2.9), we calculate
(g2 − h2)u(u− 1) ≡ (g − h)u(g + h)(u− 1)
≡ (v1 − w1)(v1 + w1 − y(qα+ 1)− 1)
≡ (v1 − w1)(v1 + w1 − 1)
≡ 0 (mod γ).
Thus, the required IGDD((g;h)u,K) exists provided u is sufficiently large. Finally, Lemma 2.12
results in an IPBD((v2;w2),K) hitting the desired congruence classes. 
We can now prove the desired result on incomplete pairwise balanced designs with fixed hole size.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let v be sufficiently large satisfying (2.3) and (2.4). By Proposition 3.5,
there exists an IPBD((v2;w2),K) such that v2 ≡ v and w2 ≡ w (mod M). We can assume v ≫ v2
and w2 ≫ w so that there exist both an IPBD((v; v2),K) and an IPBD((w2;w),K) by Proposi-
tion 3.3. Then an IPBD((v;w),K) exists as a result of filling holes (twice). 
4. Incomplete designs with growing hole size
This section extends the strategy which Dukes, Lamken, and Ling [9] used to prove Theorem 2.6.
Our goal is a proof of the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let K0 ⊆ K with α(K0) = α(K). There exists IPBD((v;w),K) for all sufficiently
large admissible v, w satisfying (2.3), (2.4), and v ≥ (
∏
k∈K0
k)w.
Remark. We can actually do a little bit better, replacing factors of k with k− 1+ ǫ, where small ǫ
drives up the choice of v, w.
We first note two important ingredient designs with a single block size k. For convenience here, we
abbreviate ‘{k}’ simply by ‘k’ in the notation.
Lemma 4.2 ([9]). For sufficiently large m with m ≡ −1 (mod k) and m ≡ 1 (mod k − 2), there
exist both GDD((k − 1)mr1, k) and GDD((k − 1)m+1r1, k), where r = (k − 1)(m− 1)/(k − 2).
Lemma 4.3 ([9]). Let s be an integer with s ≡ 0 (mod k − 1) and s ≡ −1 (mod k). There exist
both GDD((k − 1)ms1, k) and GDD((k − 1)m+1s1, k) for all sufficiently large m ≡ −1 (mod k).
Now, we have the following construction, adapted from [9] to handle K instead of {k}.
Lemma 4.4. For any real ǫ > 0 and a given k ∈ K, there exist IPBD((v;w),K) for all sufficiently
large v, w satisfying (2.3), (2.4), v > (k − 1 + ǫ)w, and v − w ≡ 0 (mod k − 1).
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Proof. Let m be sufficiently large such that for each x ∈ R := {k − 1, k2 − 1, r}, there exist both
GDD((k−1)mx1, k) and GDD((k−1)m+1x1, k). As r retains its value of (k−1)(m−1)/(k−2) from
Lemma 4.2, m is restricted as stated, and as k − 1 ≡ k2 − 1 ≡ 0 (mod k − 1) and k − 1 ≡ k2 − 1 ≡
−1 (mod k), m is also restricted by the existence of these two sets of group divisible designs by
Lemma 4.3. We may also choose m so it is of the order 1/ǫ.
Let z = w mod k. By Theorem 3.1, there exist IPBD((u(k − 1) + z; z),K) for all admissible
u ≥ u0(z,K). As z has only k possible congruence classes, we can define u0(k) := max{u0(z,K)}
to be independent of z. Let y = w − z; then y ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)).
We construct the incomplete pairwise balanced designs starting from a transversal design. From
[4], there exist TD(m + 2, n) for all n ≥ n0(m). Then, for v − w sufficiently large, we can express
v−w = (k−1)(mn+p) such that k | n, n ≥ n0(m), and both n, p ≥ u0(K). We delete all but p points
of one of the groups of the transversal design to obtain a GDD(nmp1n1, {m+1,m+ 2}), where the
last group of n is separated for convenience of notation. We now assign weights to the points of the
group divisible design. Each point in the first m+1 groups receives a weight of k− 1 and each point
in the final group receives a weight in R. Hence, our ingredient group divisible designs are of the form
GDD((k − 1)mx1, k) and GDD((k − 1)m+1x1, k), whose existence was shown above, so the result of
applying Wilson’s Fundamental Construction is a GDD(((k−1)n)m((k−1)p)1t1, k), where t ∈ n∗R,
the set of n-fold sums of integers taken fromR. Finally, since there exists an IPBD(((k−1)n+z; z),K)
and an IPBD(((k− 1)p+ z; z),K), there also exists an IPBD(((k− 1)(nm+ p) + t+ z; t+ z),K) by
Construction 2.11.
It remains to consider the values of n ∗ R. We need each possible hole size, so we wish to find an
arithmetic progression having difference k(k − 1), which is precisely the difference between the two
smaller terms of R. If moving to the next value in the arithmetic progression requires introducing
an additional r term compared to the previous sum, then some number, say c, terms of k2− 1 must
be removed, and c− 1 terms of k − 1 must also be introduced. It is an easy calculation that
(4.1) c =
m− 1
k(k − 2)
−
k + 1
k
<
n(k − 2)
m− 1
, for all sufficiently large n.
If we let tmax be the largest value of the arithmetic progression, then
tmax = (n− (c− 1))
(k − 1)(m− 1)
k − 2
+ (c− 1)(k2 − 1)
≥ (k − 1)n
(
m− 1
k − 2
− 1
)
, by (4.1).
It follows that we achieve constructions for point-hole ratios as small as
v
w
<
(k − 1)n(m+ 1)
tmax
+ 1 < (1 +O(1/m))(k − 2) + 1 < k − 1 + ǫ
as required. 
To finish our proof, we combine individual applications of the preceding result for each k ∈ K0. But,
for this, we first must prove the following technical lemma to apply each step.
Lemma 4.5. Given K ⊆ Z≥2, K0 = {k1, . . . , kn} with α(K0) = α(K), and admissible parameters
(v;w) for incomplete pairwise balanced designs with block sizes in K, then for all sufficiently large v,
we can write v−w =
∑
k∈K0
ck(k− 1), for nonnegative integers ck in such a way that the parameter
pair (
∑i
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w;
∑i−1
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w) is also admissible for each i = 1, . . . , n.
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Proof. Let Kl = {k1, . . . , kl}, l = 1, . . . , n, and let al = gcd{ki − 1 : i = 1, . . . ,m}. We assume
by induction on l that if (c + w;w) are admissible parameters for incomplete pairwise balanced
designs with block sizes in K and c ≡ 0 (mod al), then for all sufficiently large c, we can write
c =
∑l
i=1 cki(ki − 1) in such a way that (
∑i
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w;
∑i−1
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w) is also
admissible for each i = 1, . . . , l.
The case l = 1 is trivial as a1 = k1 − 1 | c and so we can choose c1 =
c
k1−1
. Note that (c+ w;w) is
admissible by assumption. Now, assume the result holds for all l′, 1 ≤ l′ < l. We show the result
also holds for l. Let b = kl − 1. Since al = gcd(al−1, b) and c ≡ 0 (mod al) by assumption, then
c = al−1x+ by has integer solutions in x and y. If x0, y0 is a particular solution, then every solution
is of the form (x, y) = (x0 + nb, y0 − nal−1) for n ∈ Z. It remains to find a solution x, y such that
(al−1x + w;w) is admissible, that is, where al−1x(al−1x + 2w − 1) ≡ 0 (mod β(K)). If al−1 and
β(K) have a common factor, it can be divided out. Put β′ := β(K)/ gcd(al−1, β(K)).
Claim. gcd(al−1, β
′) = 1.
To verify this, we proceed by contradiction, and assume there exists a prime p such that p | al−1
and p | β′. Suppose pe ‖ al−1. Then it must be the case that p
e+1 | β(K). As p | al−1, it follows
that p | ki − 1 and so gcd(p, ki) = 1 for each i = 1, . . . , l − 1. Now, since pe+1 | β(K), we have
pe+1 | ki − 1 for each i. From this, pe+1 | al−1, which is the contradiction proving the claim.
It remains to find a solution such that al−1x(al−1x+ 2w − 1) ≡ 0 (mod β′). As al−1x = c− by, we
have
al−1x(al−1x+ 2w − 1) ≡ (c− by)(c+ 2w − by − 1)
≡ −by(2c+ 2w − 1 + y) (mod β′).(4.2)
Choosing y ≡ 1−2c−2w (mod β′), which is possible by the claim, ensures by (4.2) that (al−1x+w;w)
is admissible. Then, by induction hypothesis, we can write al−1 =
∑l−1
i=1 cki(ki − 1) in such a way
that 
 i∑
j=1
ckj (kj − 1) + w;
i−1∑
j=1
ckj (kj − 1) + w


is also admissible for each i < l, and the result follows. 
Our asymptotic result on incomplete pairwise balanced designs with multiple block sizes now easily
follows from the previous two results.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let K0 = {k1, . . . , kn}. For large v − w, we can write
v − w =
∑
k∈K0
ck(k − 1)
in such a way satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.5, and also so that, by Lemma 4.4, there exists
an IPBD((
∑i
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w;
∑i−1
j=1 ckj (kj − 1) + w),K) for i = 1, . . . , n. The required design
exists by inductively filling holes. 
5. Proof of the main result and discussion
We return to our intended application to IMOLS. First, a latin square L on symbols [n] is idempotent
if Lii = i for each i = 1, . . . , n. It is well known that in a plane (q − 1 MOLS) of order q, we can
choose all but one of these squares to be idempotent.
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Proposition 5.1 (See [6]). For prime powers q, there exist q − 2 mutually orthogonal idempotent
latin squares of order q.
Idempotent latin squares enjoy the feature that they can be ‘glued’ along the blocks of a pairwise
balanced design; see [5], for instance. To illustrate this construction, consider the case n = 7, arising
from the Fano plane having blocks
{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {1, 6, 7}, {2, 4, 6}, {2, 5, 7}, {3, 4, 7}, {3, 5, 6}.
We get the idempotent square shown below, with the template square on the first block highlighted.
1 3 2 5 4 7 6
3 2 1 6 7 4 5
2 1 3 7 6 5 4
5 6 7 4 1 2 3
4 7 6 1 5 3 2
7 4 5 2 3 6 1
6 5 4 3 2 1 7
More generally, we have the following construction for IMOLS from an IPBD and MOLS. The key
idea is that every block intersects the hole in at most one point, and in that case we use template
MOLS with a 1× 1 subsquare removed. The above square with bold entries removed is an example.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose there exists an IPBD((n;m),K) and, for each k ∈ K, there exist t idempo-
tent MOLS of order k. Then there exist t-IMOLS(n;m).
Now, Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4.1 (with a careful choice of K) are enough to do the job.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We show that if 2f is the smallest power of 2 greater than t + 1, then
there exist t-IMOLS(n;m) for all sufficiently large n,m such that n ≥ 22f+1m. Let K0 = {2f , 2f+1}
and K = K0 ∪ {32f+1}. Observe that α(K0) = gcd{2f − 1, 2f+1 − 1} = 1 and β(K) = 2. It follows
by Theorem 4.1 that there exist IPBD((n;m),K) for all sufficiently large integers n,m satisfying
n ≥ 22f+1m. Moreover, there exist t mutually orthogonal idempotent latin squares of each order
k ∈ K by Proposition 5.1. It follows by Lemma 5.2 that there exist t-IMOLS(n;m). 
We conclude with a few remarks. First, as is seen from the proof, special values of t permit a
weaker hypothesis than our n ≥ 8(t + 1)2m. But we do not get a qualitative improvement where
the quadratic in t is reduced to something linear.
There are, though, some special cases in which we can do better. When n and m fall into certain
congruence classes with respect to t, we can get away with a singleton set K0 and hence obtain
constructions near a ratio that is linear in t. Indeed if p is the next prime following t, we have t
MOLS of order p. It follows that, after a product, we have t-IMOLS(n;m) with n = pm for all large
m. The construction in [3, Proposition 3.4] has the versatility to ‘multiply and shift’, but it requires
t MOLS of order near the ratio n/m. It is unclear if some variant of a product construction can, in
the general case, get close to the hole size bound.
On the other hand, if the following strengthening of Theorem 4.1 could be proved, our ratio 8(t+1)2
would become linear in t.
Conjecture 5.3. Let K ⊆ Z≥2. For any real ǫ > 0, there exist IPBD((v;w),K) for all sufficiently
large v, w satisfying (2.3), (2.4), and v > (minK − 1 + ǫ)w.
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It is likely that settling Conjecture 5.3 will require new techniques, perhaps including resolvable
designs with mixed block sizes.
Finally, it is noteworthy that our constructed IMOLS are ‘approximately symmetric’.
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